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From the author of the internationally bestselling Strange Weather in Tokyo, a collection of interlinking stories that masterfully
blend the mundane and the mythical—"fairy tales in the best Brothers Grimm tradition: naïf, magical, and frequently veering into the
macabre" (Financial Times). A bossy child who lives under a white cloth near a tree; a schoolgirl who keeps doll's brains in a desk
drawer; an old man with two shadows, one docile and one rebellious; a diplomat no one has ever seen who goes fishing at an
artificial lake no one has ever heard of. These are some of the inhabitants of People from My Neighborhood. In their lives, details
of the local and everyday—the lunch menu at a tiny drinking place called the Love, the color and shape of the roof of the tax
office—slip into accounts of duels, prophetic dreams, revolutions, and visitations from ghosts and gods. In twenty-six "palm of the
hand" stories—fictions small enough to fit in the palm of one's hand and brief enough to allow for dipping in and out—Hiromi
Kawakami creates a universe ruled by mystery and transformation.
A powerful, searing story of a divided city - where one boy strays on to the wrong side of the wall, and finds his life changed for
ever . . .
"You don’t often get collections, or even anthologies where every story knocks you out, but I’ve been bewildered in the best way
over each one [in The Story Prize] so far." —Lillian Li, author of Number One Chinese Restaurant This anthology of short stories
marks the fifteenth anniversary of The Story Prize and includes one story from each of the annual winning collections, beginning
with Edwidge Danticat’s The Dew Breaker and concluding with Elizabeth Strout’s Anything Is Possible. The founder of The Story
Prize, Julie Lindsey, and its director, Larry Dark, created this award to address the lack of one specifically for collections of stories.
Together they choose three finalists from the previous year’s publications, which are sent to three judges—an author, a bookseller
or librarian, and a critic or editor—who, independently of one another, relay their choices. The prize is then presented at an annual
celebration in New York, where the finalists read from their books and then discuss their work with Dark. Excerpts from these
interviews—or, in a few cases, the judges’ citations—introduce each story in the book. The authors chose the stories included to
read at the annual Story Prize event.
Cam has raised her daughter Aubrey alone ever since her ex left to join a cult. But now the bond between mother and daughter
seems to have disappeared. While Cam is frantic to see Aubrey, a straight-A student, at the perfect college, on a path that Cam is
sure will provide her daughter success and happiness, Aubrey suddenly shows no interest in her mother’s plans. Even the
promise of an exciting gap year saving baby seals or bringing clean water to remote villages hasn’t tempted her. She prefers
pursuing a life with her wrong-side-of-the-tracks football-hero boyfriend and her own secret hopes. Both mourn the gap that has
grown between them, but Cam and Aubrey seem locked in a fight without a winner. Can they both learn how to hold onto dreams .
. . and when to let go to grasp something better? Sarah Bird’s trademark laugh-out-loud humor joins with the tears that
accompany love in a combination that reveals the fragile yet tough bonds of mother and daughter.
NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE • “A powerful, heartbreaking, necessary masterpiece.”—Cheryl Strayed, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Wild The moving story of what one woman learned from fostering a newborn—about injustice, about
making mistakes, about how to better love and protect people beyond our immediate kin May you always feel at home. After their
decision not to have a biological child, Sarah Sentilles and her husband, Eric, decide to adopt via the foster care system. Despite
knowing that the system’s goal is the child’s reunification with the birth family, Sarah opens their home to a flurry of social
workers who question them, evaluate them, and ultimately prepare them to welcome a child into their lives—even if it means most
likely having to give the child back. After years of starts and stops, and endless navigation of the complexities and injustices of the
foster care system, a phone call finally comes: a three-day-old baby girl named Coco, in immediate need of a foster family. Sarah
and Eric bring this newborn stranger home. “You were never ours,” Sarah tells Coco, “yet we belong to each other.” A love letter
to Coco and to the countless children like her, Stranger Care chronicles Sarah’s discovery of what it means to mother—in this
case, not just a vulnerable infant but the birth mother who loves her, too. Ultimately, Coco’s story reminds us that we depend on
family, and that family can take different forms. With prose that Nick Flynn has called “fearless, stirring, rhythmic,” Sentilles lays
bare an intimate, powerful story with universal concerns: How can we care for and protect one another? How do we ensure a more
hopeful future for life on this planet? And if we’re all related—tree, bird, star, person—how might we better live?
A cloth bag containing 20 paperback copies of the title that may also include a folder with sign out sheets.
Calling Johnny Middleton's school Hell High is unfair - unfair on hell. It is a brutal dictatorship run by the deputy head, known as
the Shank, and his 'prefects', a group of bullyboys and enforcers who have thumbs in almost every racket in the school, from
feeding the insatiable Lardies to taxing the Year Seven's dinner money. The only thing the Shank cares about, beyond his craving
for absolute discipline, is the school pets - so when they are slaughtered in ever more savage and bizarre ways, someone must
pay - and that person is going to be Johnny.
One of the sinuous and subtly crafted stories in Tobias Wolff's new collection--his first in eleven years--begins with a man biting a
dog. The fact that Wolff is reversing familiar expectations is only half the point. The other half is that Wolff makes the reversal
seem inevitable: the dog has attacked his protagonist's young daughter. And everywhere in The Night in Question, we are
reminded that truth is deceptive, volatile, and often the last thing we want to know. A young reporter writes an obituary only to be
fired when its subject walks into his office, very much alive. A soldier in Vietnam goads his lieutenant into sending him on
increasingly dangerous missions. An impecunious mother and son go window-shopping for a domesticity that is forever beyond
their grasp. Seamless, ironic, dizzying in their emotional aptness, these fifteen stories deliver small, exquisite shocks that leave us
feeling invigorated and intensely alive.
The surprising and compelling story of two rival geniuses in an all-out race to decode one of the world’s most famous documents—the
Rosetta Stone—and their twenty-year-long battle to solve the mystery of ancient Egypt’s hieroglyphs. The Rosetta Stone is one of the most
famous objects in the world, attracting millions of visitors to the British museum ever year, and yet most people don’t really know what it is.
Discovered in a pile of rubble in 1799, this slab of stone proved to be the key to unlocking a lost language that baffled scholars for centuries.
Carved in ancient Egypt, the Rosetta Stone carried the same message in different languages—in Greek using Greek letters, and in Egyptian
using picture-writing called hieroglyphs. Until its discovery, no one in the world knew how to read the hieroglyphs that covered every temple
and text and statue in Egypt. Dominating the world for thirty centuries, ancient Egypt was the mightiest empire the world had ever known, yet
everything about it—the pyramids, mummies, the Sphinx—was shrouded in mystery. Whoever was able to decipher the Rosetta Stone, and
learn how to read hieroglyphs, would solve that mystery and fling open a door that had been locked for two thousand years. Two brilliant
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rivals set out to win that prize. One was English, the other French, at a time when England and France were enemies and the world’s two
great superpowers. The Writing of the Gods chronicles this high-stakes intellectual race in which the winner would win glory for both himself
and his nation. A riveting portrait of empires both ancient and modern, this is an unparalleled look at the culture and history of ancient Egypt
and a fascinating, fast-paced story of human folly and discovery unlike any other.
About Grace is the brilliant debut novel from Anthony Doerr, author of Pulitzer Prize-winning All The Light We Cannot See.
Documents the award-winning writer's experiences of living, working, and raising twin sons in Rome during the year following his receipt of a
prestigious Rome Prize stipend, a period during which he attended the vigil of the dying John Paul II, brought his children on a snowy visit to
the Pantheon, and befriended numerous locals. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
The vibrant, sprawling saga of Empress Maria Theresa—one of the most renowned women rulers in history—and three of her extraordinary
daughters, including Marie Antoinette, the doomed queen of France. Out of the thrilling and tempestuous eighteenth century comes the
sweeping family saga of beautiful Maria Theresa, a sovereign of uncommon strength and vision, the only woman ever to inherit and rule the
vast Habsburg Empire in her own name, and three of her remarkable daughters: lovely, talented Maria Christina, governor-general of the
Austrian Netherlands; spirited Maria Carolina, the resolute queen of Naples; and the youngest, Marie Antoinette, the glamorous, tragic queen
of France, and perhaps the most famous princess in history. Unfolding against an irresistible backdrop of brilliant courts from Vienna to
Versailles, embracing the exotic lure of Naples and Sicily, this epic history of Maria Theresa and her daughters is a tour de force of desire,
adventure, ambition, treachery, sorrow, and glory. Each of these women’s lives was packed with passion and heart-stopping suspense.
Maria Theresa inherited her father’s thrones at the age of twenty-three and was immediately attacked on all sides by foreign powers
confident that a woman would to be too weak to defend herself. Maria Christina, a gifted artist who alone among her sisters succeeded in
marrying for love, would face the same dangers that destroyed the monarchy in France. Resourceful Maria Carolina would usher in the
golden age of Naples only to face the deadly whirlwind of Napoleon. And, finally, Marie Antoinette, the doomed queen whose stylish
excesses and captivating notoriety have masked the truth about her husband and herself for two hundred and fifty years. Vividly written and
deeply researched, In the Shadow of the Empress is the riveting story of four exceptional women who changed the course of history.
Set in Detroit during the Depression, Doerr tells the affecting story of Tom, meant to die of a weak heart before he is 18, who is cossetted by
his mother, but shown a world of possibilities by the flame-haired Ruby.
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of All the Light We Cannot See, perhaps the most bestselling and beloved literary fiction of our time,
comes a triumph of imagination and compassion, a soaring novel about children on the cusp of adulthood in a broken world, who find
resilience, hope, and story. The heroes of Cloud Cuckoo Land are trying to figure out the world around them: Anna and Omeir, on opposite
sides of the formidable city walls during the 1453 siege of Constantinople; teenage idealist Seymour in an attack on a public library in present
day Idaho; and Konstance, on an interstellar ship bound for an exoplanet, decades from now. Like Marie-Laure and Werner in All the Light
We Cannot See, Anna, Omeir, Seymour, and Konstance are dreamers and outsiders who find resourcefulness and hope in the midst of peril.
An ancient text—the story of Aethon, who longs to be turned into a bird so that he can fly to a utopian paradise in the sky—provides solace and
mystery to these unforgettable characters. Doerr has created a tapestry of times and places that reflects our vast interconnectedness—with
other species, with each other, with those who lived before us and those who will be here after we’re gone. Dedicated to “the librarians then,
now, and in the years to come,” Cloud Cuckoo Land is a hauntingly beautiful and redemptive novel about stewardship—of the book, of the
Earth, of the human heart.
"Luminous....Each [story] is rich and independent and beautiful and should draw Barrett many new admirers."—Publishers Weekly, starred
review Ranging across two centuries, and from the western Himalaya to an Adirondack village, these wonderfully imagined stories and
novellas travel the territories of yearning and awakening, of loss and unexpected discovery. A mapper of the highest mountain peaks realizes
his true obsession. A young woman afire with scientific curiosity must come to terms with a romantic fantasy. Brothers and sisters, torn apart
at an early age, are beset by dreams of reunion. Throughout, Barrett's most characteristic theme—the happenings in that borderland between
science and desire—unfolds in the diverse lives of unforgettable human beings. Although each richly layered tale stands independently,
readers of Ship Fever (National Book Award winner) and Barrett's extraordinary novel The Voyage of the Narwhal, will discover subtle links
both among these new stories and to characters in the earlier works.
Longlisted for the 2020 Andrew Carnegie Medals for Excellence A provocative, exuberant novel about time, memory, desire, and the
imagination from the internationally bestselling and prizewinning author of The Blazing World, Memories of the Future tells the story of a
young Midwestern woman’s first year in New York City in the late 1970s and her obsession with her mysterious neighbor, Lucy Brite. As she
listens to Lucy through the thin walls of her dilapidated building, S.H., aka “Minnesota,” transcribes her neighbor’s bizarre and increasingly
ominous monologues in a notebook, along with sundry other adventures, until one frightening night when Lucy bursts into her apartment on a
rescue mission. Forty years later, S.H., now a veteran author, discovers her old notebook, as well as early drafts of a never-completed novel
while moving her aging mother from one facility to another. Ingeniously juxtaposing the various texts, S.H. measures what she remembers
against what she wrote that year and has since forgotten to create a dialogue between selves across decades. The encounter both collapses
time and reframes its meanings in the present. Elaborately structured, intellectually rigorous, urgently paced, poignant, and often wildly funny,
Memories of the Future brings together themes that have made Hustvedt among the most celebrated novelists working today: the fallibility of
memory; gender mutability; the violence of patriarchy; the vagaries of perception; the ambiguous borders between sensation and thought,
sanity and madness; and our dependence on primal drives such as sex, love, hunger, and rage.
The author of Continental Drift, Rule of the Bone and The Sweet Hereafter returns with a very original, riveting mystery about a young
outcast, and a contemporary tale of guilt and redemption. The perfect convergence of writer and subject, Lost Memory of Skin probes the
zeitgeist of a troubled society where zero tolerance has erased any hope of subtlety and compassion. Suspended in a modern-day version of
limbo, the young man at the centre of Russell Banks's uncompromising and morally complex new novel must create a life for himself in the
wake of incarceration. Known in his new identity only as the Kid, he is shackled to a GPS monitoring device and forbidden to go near where
children might gather. He takes up residence under a south Florida causeway, in a makeshift encampment with other convicted sex
offenders. Barely beyond childhood himself, the Kid, despite his crime, is in many ways an innocent. Enter the Professor, a university
sociologist of enormous size and intellect who finds in the Kid the perfect subject for his research. But when the Professor's past resurfaces
and threatens to destroy his carefully constructed world, the balance in the two men's relationship shifts. Banks has long been one of our
most acute and insightful novelists. Lost Memory of Skin is a masterful work of fiction that unfolds in language both powerful and beautifully
lyrical.
1936, Shreveport, Louisiana Pretty young New Yorker Miriam Levenson finds herself here employed in the only job she can get - interviewing
the elderly for the Roosevelt Administration's Federal Writers Project. Among the people she meets are an aging Civil War hero, a French
Muralist and his common-law wife, and a ninety-five-year-old Irish immigrant named Bridget Fenerty, a woman who has known tragedy and
refused to buckle under it. Winter turns to spring, and Miriam finds there are people in this town who have secrets. And as she is followed by
a mysterious man in a black Cadillac, Miriam finds that she, too, has a secret.
A New York Times Notable Book for 2011 One of The Economist's 2011 Books of the Year One of NPR's 10 Best Novels of 2011 Denis
Johnson's Train Dreams is an epic in miniature, one of his most evocative and poignant fictions. Robert Grainer is a day laborer in the
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American West at the start of the twentieth century—an ordinary man in extraordinary times. Buffeted by the loss of his family, Grainer
struggles to make sense of this strange new world. As his story unfolds, we witness both his shocking personal defeats and the radical
changes that transform America in his lifetime. Suffused with the history and landscapes of the American West—its otherworldly flora and
fauna, its rugged loggers and bridge builders—the new novella by the National Book Award-winning author of Tree of Smoke captures the
disappearance of a distinctly American way of life.
LONGLISTED for the 2017 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION An urgent, essential collection of stories about immigration, broken
dreams, Los Angeles gang members, Latin American families, and other tales of high stakes journeys, from the award-winning author of War
by Candlelight and At Night We Walk in Circles. Migration. Betrayal. Family secrets. Doomed love. Uncertain futures. In Daniel Alarcón's
hands, these are transformed into deeply human stories with high stakes. In "The Thousands," people are on the move and forging new
paths; hope and heartbreak abound. A man deals with the fallout of his blind relatives' mysterious deaths and his father's mental breakdown
and incarceration in "The Bridge." A gang member discovers a way to forgiveness and redemption through the haze of violence and trauma
in "The Ballad of Rocky Rontal." And in the tour de force novella, "The Auroras", a man severs himself from his old life and seeks to make a
new one in a new city, only to find himself seduced and controlled by a powerful woman. Richly drawn, full of unforgettable characters, The
King is Always Above the People reveals experiences both unsettling and unknown, and yet eerily familiar in this new world.
The emotionally realistic and elegant portrait of mourning in the days and months following 9/11 As Renata, a linguist for the New York City
Public Library, crosses the Brooklyn Bridge on her way to work one morning, she looks up to see a flash of orange and blue. Two planes
have hit the World Trade Center, and with that, her world changes entirely. Renata’s connection to the tragedy grows deeper as her
boyfriend, an overzealous social worker, begins to take care of a baby orphaned by the attacks. And then she meets a mute teenage girl in
the rubble of the Twin Towers who may or may not be her long lost niece—a family connection as tenuous as it is painful. The winner of New
York magazine’s Best Literary Fiction award in 2005, this novel evocatively represents the forms of grief in the wake of major trauma.
Highland Barbarian by Ruth Langan released on Jan 25, 1990 is available now for purchase.
In the wise and beautiful second collection from the acclaimed, Pulitzer Prize-winning #1 New York Times bestselling author of All the Light
We Cannot See, and Cloud Cuckoo Land, "Doerr writes about the big questions, the imponderables, the major metaphysical dreads, and he
does it fearlessly" (The New York Times Book Review). Set on four continents, Anthony Doerr's new stories are about memory, the source of
meaning and coherence in our lives, the fragile thread that connects us to ourselves and to others. Every hour, says Doerr, all over the globe,
an infinite number of memories disappear. Yet at the same time children, surveying territory that is entirely new to them, push back the
darkness, form fresh memories, and remake the world. In the luminous and beautiful title story, a young boy in South Africa comes to
possess an old woman's secret, a piece of the past with the power to redeem a life. In "The River Nemunas," a teenage orphan moves from
Kansas to Lithuania to live with her grandfather, and discovers a world in which myth becomes real. "Village 113," winner of an O'Henry
Prize, is about the building of the Three Gorges Dam and the seed keeper who guards the history of a village soon to be submerged. And in
"Afterworld," the radiant, cathartic final story, a woman who escaped the Holocaust is haunted by visions of her childhood friends in Germany,
yet finds solace in the tender ministrations of her grandson. Every story in Memory Wall is a reminder of the grandeur of life--of the
mysterious beauty of seeds, of fossils, of sturgeon, of clouds, of radios, of leaves, of the breathtaking fortune of living in this universe. Doerr's
language, his witness, his imagination, and his humanity are unparalleled in fiction today.
Award-winning, bestselling novelist and travel writer Colin Thubron returns to fiction with his first novel in more than a decade, a searing,
poetic masterwork of memory. A house is burning, threatening the existence of its six tenants—including a failed priest; a naturalist; a
neurosurgeon; an invalid dreaming of his anxious boyhood; and their landlord, whose relationship to the tenants is both intimate and
shadowy. At times, he shares their preoccupations and memories. He will also share their fate. In Night of Fire, the passions and obsessions
in a dying house loom and shift, from those of the hallucinating drug addict in the basement to the landlord training his rooftop telescope on
the night skies. As the novel progresses, the tenants’ diverse stories take us through an African refugee camp, Greek Orthodox monasteries,
and the cremation grounds of India. Haunting the edges of their lives are memories. Will these remembrances be consumed forever by the
flames? Or can they survive in some form? Night of Fire is Colin Thubron’s fictive masterpiece: a novel of exquisite beauty, philosophical
depth, and lingering mystery that is a brilliant meditation on life itself.

Set on four continents, Anthony Doerr's collection of stories is about memory: the source of meaning and coherence in
our lives, the fragile thread that connects us to ourselves and to others.
The American Civil Liberties Union partners with award-winning authors Michael Chabon and Ayelet Waldman in this
“forceful, beautifully written” (Associated Press) collection that brings together many of our greatest living writers, each
contributing an original piece inspired by a historic ACLU case. On January 19, 1920, a small group of idealists and
visionaries, including Helen Keller, Jane Addams, Roger Baldwin, and Crystal Eastman, founded the American Civil
Liberties Union. A century after its creation, the ACLU remains the nation’s premier defender of the rights and freedoms
guaranteed by the Constitution. In collaboration with the ACLU, authors Michael Chabon and Ayelet Waldman have
curated an anthology of essays “full of struggle, emotion, fear, resilience, hope, and triumph” (Los Angeles Review of
Books) about landmark cases in the organization’s one-hundred-year history. Fight of the Century takes you inside the
trials and the stories that have shaped modern life. Some of the most prominent cases that the ACLU has been involved
in—Brown v. Board of Education, Roe v. Wade, Miranda v. Arizona—need little introduction. Others you may never even
have heard of, yet their outcomes quietly defined the world we live in now. Familiar or little-known, each case springs to
vivid life in the hands of the acclaimed writers who dive into the history, narrate their personal experiences, and debate
the questions at the heart of each issue. Hector Tobar introduces us to Ernesto Miranda, the felon whose wrongful
conviction inspired the now-iconic Miranda rights—which the police would later read to the man suspected of killing him.
Yaa Gyasi confronts the legacy of Brown v. Board of Education, in which the ACLU submitted a friend of- the-court brief
questioning why a nation that has sent men to the moon still has public schools so unequal that they may as well be on
different planets. True to the ACLU’s spirit of principled dissent, Scott Turow offers a blistering critique of the ACLU’s
stance on campaign finance. These powerful stories, along with essays from Neil Gaiman, Meg Wolitzer, Salman
Rushdie, Ann Patchett, Viet Thanh Nguyen, Louise Erdrich, George Saunders, and many more, remind us that the issues
the ACLU has engaged over the past one hundred years remain as vital as ever today, and that we can never take our
liberties for granted. Chabon and Waldman are donating their advance to the ACLU and the contributors are forgoing
payment.
Six years after her beloved artist husband falls into a coma, Jarvis Miller comes to accept the inevitability of his death,
finds new friendships, and discovers evidence of a shocking betrayal in a hidden box of photographs.
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From the incomparable Emmy, Grammy, and Tony Award winner, a powerful and revealing autobiography about race,
sexuality, art, and healing It’s easy to be yourself when who and what you are is in vogue. But growing up Black and gay
in America has never been easy. Before Billy Porter was slaying red carpets and giving an iconic Emmy-winning
performance in the celebrated TV show Pose; before he was the groundbreaking Tony and Grammy Award-winning star
of Broadway’s Kinky Boots; and before he was an acclaimed recording artist, actor, playwright, director, and all-around
legend, Porter was a young boy in Pittsburgh who was seen as different, who didn’t fit in. At five years old, Porter was
sent to therapy to “fix” his effeminacy. He was endlessly bullied at school, sexually abused by his stepfather, and
criticized at his church. Porter came of age in a world where simply being himself was a constant struggle. Billy Porter’s
Unprotected is the life story of a singular artist and survivor in his own words. It is the story of a boy whose talent and
courage opened doors for him, but only a crack. It is the story of a teenager discovering himself, learning his voice and
his craft amidst deep trauma. And it is the story of a young man whose unbreakable determination led him through
countless hard times to where he is now; a proud icon who refuses to back down or hide. Porter is a multitalented,
multifaceted treasure at the top of his game, and Unprotected is a resonant, inspirational story of trauma and healing,
shot through with his singular voice.
#1 New York Times best-selling, Pulitzer Prize-winning author Anthony Doerr brings his“stunning sense of physical detail
and gorgeous metaphors” (San Francisco Chronicle) to selecting The Best American Short Stories 2019. #1 New York
Times best-selling, Pulitzer Prize–winning author Anthony Doerr brings his“stunning sense of physical detail and
gorgeous metaphors” (San Francisco Chronicle) to selecting The Best American Short Stories 2019. Doerr and the
series editor, Heidi Pitlor, winnow down twenty stories out of thousands that represent the best examples of the form
published the previous year.
Set on four continents, stories about memory.
“In twenty-nine separate but ingenious ways, these stories seek permanent residence within a reader. They strive to
become an emotional or intellectual cargo that might accompany us wherever, or however, we go. . . . If we are made by
what we read, if language truly builds people into what they are, how they think, the depth with which they feel, then
these stories are, to me, premium material for that construction project. You could build a civilization with them.” —Ben
Marcus, from the Introduction Award-winning author of Notable American Women Ben Marcus brings us this engaging
and comprehensive collection of short stories that explore the stylistic variety of the medium in America today. Sea Oak
by George Saunders Everything Ravaged, Everything Burned by Wells Tower Do Not Disturb by A.M. Homes The Girl in
the Flammable Skirt by Aimee Bender The Caretaker by Anthony Doerr The Old Dictionary by Lydia Davis The Father’s
Blessing by Mary Caponegro The Life and Work of Alphonse Kauders by Aleksandar Hemon People Shouldn’t Have to
be the Ones to Tell You by Gary Lutz Histories of the Undead by Kate Braverman When Mr. Pirzada Came to Dine by
Jhumpa Lahiri Down the Road by Stephen Dixon X Number of Possibilities by Joanna Scott Tiny, Smiling Daddy by Mary
Gaitskill Brief Interviews with Hideous Men by David Foster Wallace The Sound Gun by Matthew Derby Short Talks by
Anne Carson Field Events by Rick Bass Scarliotti and the Sinkhole by Padgett Powell
An exploration of why people all over the world love to engage in pain on purpose--from dominatrices, religious ascetics,
and ultramarathoners to ballerinas, icy ocean bathers, and sideshow performers Masochism is sexy, human, reviled,
worshipped, and can be delightfully bizarre. Deliberate and consensual pain has been with us for millennia,
encompassing everyone from Black Plague flagellants to ballerinas dancing on broken bones to competitive eaters
choking down hot peppers while they cry. Masochism is a part of us. It lives inside workaholics, tattoo enthusiasts, and all
manner of garden variety pain-seekers. At its core, masochism is about feeling bad, then better—a phenomenon that is
long overdue for a heartfelt and hilarious investigation. And Leigh Cowart would know: they are not just a researcher and
science writer—they’re an inveterate, high-sensation seeking masochist. And they have a few questions: Why do people
engage in masochism? What are the benefits and the costs? And what does masochism have to say about the human
experience? By participating in many of these activities themselves, and through conversations with psychologists, fellow
scientists, and people who seek pain for pleasure, Cowart unveils how our minds and bodies find meaning and relief in
pain—a quirk in our programming that drives discipline and innovation even as it threatens to swallow us whole.
The "perilously beautiful" (Boston Globe) first story collection by the author of the acclaimed Pulitzer Prize-winning #1 New York Times
bestseller All The Light We Cannot See and Cloud Cuckoo Land. The exquisitely crafted stories in Anthony Doerr’s debut collection take
readers from the African Coast to the pine forests of Montana to the damp moors of Lapland, charting a vast physical and emotional
landscape. Doerr explores the human condition in all its varieties—metamorphosis, grief, fractured relationships, and slowly mending
hearts—conjuring nature in both its beautiful abundance and crushing power. Some of the characters in these stories contend with hardships;
some discover unique gifts; all are united by their ultimate deference to the ravishing universe outside themselves.
An amazing, award-winning speculative fiction debut novel by a major new talent, in the vein of Ursula K. Le Guin. Global warming has
changed the world’s geography and its politics. Wars are waged over water, and China rules Europe, including the Scandinavian Union,
which is occupied by the power state of New Qian. In this far north place, seventeen-year-old Noria Kaitio is learning to become a tea master
like her father, a position that holds great responsibility and great secrets. Tea masters alone know the location of hidden water sources,
including the natural spring that Noria’s father tends, which once provided water for her whole village. But secrets do not stay hidden forever,
and after her father’s death the army starts watching their town—and Noria. And as water becomes even scarcer, Noria must choose between
safety and striking out, between knowledge and kinship. Imaginative and engaging, lyrical and poignant, Memory of Water is an indelible
novel that portrays a future that is all too possible.
Described as “a literary atomic bomb” (Luisán Gámez), Mexican literary star Emiliano Monge’s English-language debut is the Latin
American incarnation of Cormac McCarthy: an artistically daring, gorgeously wrought, and eviscerating novel of biblical violence as told
through the story of a man “who, though he did not know it, was the era in which he lived.” Set on a desolate, unnamed mesa, Emiliano
Monge’s The Arid Sky distills the essence of a Latin America ruthlessly hollowed out by uncontainable violence. This is an unsparing yet
magnificent land, whose only constants are loneliness, hatred, loyalty, and the struggle to return some small measure of meaning to life.
Thundering and inventive, The Arid Sky narrates the signature moments in the life of Germán Alcantara Carnero: a man who is both
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exaltedly, viscerally real and is an ageless, nameless being capable of embodying entire eras, cultures, and conflicts. Monge’s roadmap—an
escape across borders, the disappearance of a young girl, the confrontation between a father and his son, the birth of a sick child, and
murder—takes readers on a journey to the core of humankind that posits a challenge of the kind only great literature can pose. “A bloodsoaked yet lyrical story of regrets, memories, and the faint possibility of redemption, set in a parched Mexican mesa. Monge's first novel to be
translated into English will open one of Mexico's most talented young writers to a new audience... Monge's sentences reflect the meandering
structure, dizzying the reader with complexity and beauty….this style reflects Monge's overall message about the morphing shape of
memories and how they all combine to form a person….Monge's novel is a brutal gem of a book concerned with the burdens of the past.”
—Kirkus Reviews “Rarely can we witness literature like this.” —Miguel Ángel Ángeles, Rolling Stone
An anthology of top-selected short fiction by new and established American writers includes pieces by Deborah Einsenberg, Anthony Doerr
and Charles Yu. Original.
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel The Dante Club, explores the little-known true
story of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath that rippled across the nation. On a quiet
midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing of the Declaration of Independence, thirteen-year-old Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy
and Fanny Callaway disappear near the Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams lingering on the air. A
Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the latest salvo in the blood feud between American Indians and the colonial settlers
who have decimated native lands and resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima Boone,
daughter of Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable pawn in the battle to drive the colonists out of the
contested Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could ultimately bring
greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But after the girls find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed
by Boone and the rescuers in a battle with reverberations that nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of Jemima
Boone’s kidnapping vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward expansion, and the violent and tragic clashes across cultural
lines that ensue. In this enthralling narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl unearths a forgotten and
dramatic series of events from early in the Revolutionary War that opens a window into America’s transition from colony to nation, with the
heavy moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and betrayals.
Nine richly varied, often funny, always moving stories that reveal the complex workings of the human heart. Bill Roorbach conjures vivid
characters whose layered interior worlds feel at once familiar and extraordinary. He first made his mark as the winner of an O. Henry Prize for
the title story of Big Bend, his first collection, which won the Flannery O’Connor Award. His new collection, The Girl of the Lake, captures a
virtuoso in his prime. Roorbach’s characters are unforgettable: among them an adventurous boy who learns what courage really is when an
aging nobleman recounts history to him; a couple hiking through the mountains whose vacation and relationship ends catastrophically; a
teenager being pursued by three sisters all at once; a tech genius who exacts revenge on his wife and best friend over a stolen kiss from
years past. These moving and funny stories are as rich in scope, emotional, and memorable as Bill Roorbach’s novels. He has been called
“a kinder, gentler John Irving...a humane and entertaining storyteller with a smooth, graceful style” (the Washington Post), and his work has
been described as “hilarious and heartbreaking, wild and wise” (Parade magazine), all of which is evident in spades (and also hearts, clubs,
and diamonds) in every story in this arresting new collection.
A New York Times Notable Book and a Best Book of the Year at Esquire, Seattle Times, Minnesota Star Tribune, Huffington Post, and
Publishers Weekly. From “quite possibly America’s best living writer of short stories” (NPR), Ninety-Nine Stories of God finds Joy Williams
reeling between the sublime and the surreal, knocking down the barriers between the workaday and the divine. Pulitzer Prize and National
Book Award finalist Joy Williams has a one-of-a-kind gift for capturing both the absurdity and the darkness of everyday life. In Ninety-Nine
Stories of God, she takes on one of mankind’s most confounding preoccupations: the Supreme Being. This series of short, fictional vignettes
explores our day-to-day interactions with an ever-elusive and arbitrary God. It’s the Book of Common Prayer as seen through a looking
glass—a powerfully vivid collection of seemingly random life moments. The figures that haunt these stories range from Kafka (talking to a fish)
to the Aztecs, Tolstoy to Abraham and Sarah, O. J. Simpson to a pack of wolves. Most of Williams’s characters, however, are like the rest of
us: anonymous strivers and bumblers who brush up against God in the least expected places or go searching for Him when He’s standing
right there. The Lord shows up at a hot-dog-eating contest, a demolition derby, a formal gala, and a drugstore, where he’s in line to get a
shingles vaccination. At turns comic and yearning, lyric and aphoristic, Ninety-Nine Stories of God serves as a pure distillation of one of our
great artists.
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